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the purpose of this video is to illustrate how the isometric view drawing object can
be used in combination with the digital modeling environment to create an overview
of the layout of an entire building construction. we will apply this way of working to
an unfinished modern residential building. the new autolisp projection user interface
(pui) is a complete building automation and distributed control software system for
industrial building control. in the factory of the future, building control will be based

on the iot (internet of things) and automation. users can easily interact with the
building automation system via mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and

laptops. smart phone apps are also available from various manufacturers. a building
is a great looking object, but it’s only as good as the structure that houses it. every
design from the most basic sketch to a full construction model requires some sort of

structure. this course will familiarize you with the basics of structural design. in
particular, we’ll examine design and construction concepts that can be done by just

about anyone with a little practice. we’ll start by looking at the first design
challenge: the single-story, box-shaped building. in this lesson, we’ll cover some
basic construction: making the basic walls and floors of the box, and breaking it
down into sub-assemblies. then we’ll discuss the choice of material and joinery.

once we’ve completed our basic, single-story, box, we’ll move on to 2-story, stacked
box, and then full-scale, multi-story construction. finally, we’ll take a brief look at

the specifics of a structure’s design, going over the loading and yielding of a
structural system, and basic structural design tools like finite element analysis. by

the end of the lesson, you will have a solid understanding of how to produce a
useful structure in revit. you will know how to lay out a model, make basic walls and

floors, and how to break down a model into subassemblies. you will know what
materials and joinery to use. the model will be able to handle the loads that a

typical box-shaped building receives, including clearances and bearing surfaces.
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edit components in revit using new 3d sketch tools to provide clients a conceptual understanding of
the design intent. provide clients with a clear understanding of what you are proposing, before you

model the design. using dynamic fea, designers can generate a virtual stress analysis on a two-
dimensional drawing, two-dimensional mesh, or three-dimensional surface. you can then verify the
thermal analysis results by comparing them directly to the engineering standards for the material

types you chose for analysis. (video: 1:33 min.) when you are ready to send a model to
manufacturing, you can verify its manufacturability, using a graphics-based manufacturability

analysis. based on your input, the program does a virtual test of the various factors that impact the
manufacturability of your product. these include geometric tolerances, assemblies, materials, and

techniques. it generates a manufacturability report that summarizes the results and provides
recommendations for improvement. designers can create a hierarchical analysis by specifying the
level of analysis they want. they can take advantage of a powerful workflow tool to interactively

access and view the analysis results on a pop-up bubble diagram. analysis results are then exported
to a graphic-based spreadsheet model, which can be used to support analysis scheduling and

construction. this webinar is supported by autodesk. the content of this webcast and the associated
autodesk software is for use in evaluation and demonstration only. use of the software does not

confine it to use on autodesk systems and the user shall not use the software for (i) actual design of
any product or structure, (ii) actual construction of any building or structure, (iii) actual manufacture

of any product or component thereof, (iv) documentation for approval or record keeping, (v)
(preparation of) any presentation to a client, including live, or (vi) any competitive activity including

(but not limited to) use in a business, trade, profession, or occupation. this webinar and the
associated autodesk software is available for evaluation purposes only and may not be (i) copied, (ii)

distributed, or (iii) used for any purpose beyond demonstration purposes. 5ec8ef588b
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